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This paper suggeststhe establishmentof an Institute of
Musical Sciencedesignedto provide a scientificbasis and
techniqueswhereby music may contribute more fully to
the esthetic life of a larger number of people.The program
of research of the Institute extends from the physics of
the production of musical sounds to the psychologyof
their appreciationby listeners.It would measureand study
audience reaction under a wide variety of conditions. It
would undertake the experimental development of new
musical instruments, of new electro-acousticalsystems for
the productionor reproductionof estheticsounds;and it
would study the possibilitiesof synthetic orchestrasand

new techniquesor orchestration.It would experiment in
the application of sound effectsto dramatic and operatic
performances.Techniqueswould be worked out for the
measurement of musical talent, and scientific apparatus
developed for the musical education of individuals and
the training of choral or instrumental groups. It would
apply to the problemsof music the techniquesand instruo
mentalities which have been developed in the fields of
acoustics, electrical communications, and electronics.
Particular attention would be given to music in the home,
and to applications to its needs of devices inherent in
recent engineeringadvances.

shall not try to answer but will merely say is
Nconcerned
thepast,
applied
physics
has
been
largely
with
the development
of things
to true. Consequently,if we can by scientificmeans
meet the fundamental needs of human beings,
such as food, clothing, shelter, transportation,
and communication.As we grow in our cultural
level as a nation, more and more of the time of
scientists will be devoted to increasing our

increase the possibilities of music and also
increasethe number of those who are enjoying
it, then suchan effort is praiseworthyand should
be supportedby the public. Having this aim in
view I am suggestingthat an Institute of Musical
Sciencebe created in one or more of our large

estheticenjoyment. The termination of the war
will permit us oncemore to think of the beautiful universities.
The purpose of this Institute would be to
things of life and to cultivate thosewhich give
us joy and happiness.Music we know is one of providea scientificbasisand techniqueswhereby
these fundamental things which stirs our emo- music may contribute more fully to the esthetic
tions and makes for a fuller life. Why this life of a larger number of people. It would apply
should be is a philosophicalquestionwhich I to the problems of music the techniques and
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instrumentalities which have been developedin City or the Academy of Music in Philadelphia.
the fields of acoustics,electrical communications, Its auditorium, seating 1500 or 2000 persons,
and a second hall sufficient

and electronics.

The programof researchof suchan Institute
would extendfrom the physicsOf the production
of musical sounds to the psychology of their
appreciationby listeners.It would measureand
study audiencereactionunder a wide variety of
conditions.It would undertakethe experimental
developmentof new musicalinstruments,of new
electro-acoustical
systems'forthe productionor
reproductionof esthetic sounds;and it would

studythepossibilities
ofsynthetic
orchestras
and

out for the measurement

Institute

should be located in a metro-

politan center like New York, Philadelphia, or
Chicago, or in a center for musical talent like
Hollywoodor Rochester,and it shouldpreferably
be connected with one of the large universities
having a good schoolof music.
For housing, the Institute would require a
relatively large building with research laboratories and facilities for a number of physicists,
engineers,musicians,and psychologists.Its most
essential facility would be a large auditorium
and stage, adaptable to many experimental
conditions.This space would provide for concerts, operas, and other musical performances,
with or without

the addition of acoustical effects

electro-mechanically
produced.It would permit
a wide range of experimentationon reproduced
or synthetic sound with variations in the character and location of the sound sources, and at
the same time with

variations

number

of

audiences.

The operation of the Institute can be most
conveniently pictured in terms of the departments into which it would probably be divided.
These are listed below with

a statement

and an estimate

I.

of each

of the minimum

ADMINISTRATION

of

musical talent, and scientific apparatus developed for the musical education of individuals
and the training of choral or instrumental groups.
Particular attention would be given to music in
the home, and to applicationsto its needs of
devicesinherent in recent engineeringadvances.
The

basis for a limited

nights a week for sound pictures, concerts,
operas, and broadcasts. On certain nights the
halls would be reservedfor selectedexperimental

newtechniquesof orchestration.It wouldexperiment in the application of sound effects to personnel.
dramaticand operaticperformances.
Techniques
be worked

in

practice sessiona full-sizedorchestra,can be run
on a commercial

field of work

would

to accommodate

in the color and

This department would be the executive
branch of the Institute and would be responsible
for the general managementand direction of its
activities. Its personnelwould includea manager,
a director of research, a director of music, a
treasurer, and two assistants.
II.

EXPERIMENTAL

AUDITORIUM

As mentioned above, the auditorium would be

equipped with devices for quickly changing its
auditory characteristics. High quality loudspeakerswould be disposedabout the stage, in
the ceiling and in the walls, so that soundmight
be directed at the audience from any direction.
Provisions would be made for introducing low
frequency effects, such as vibration transmitted
through the floor and walls. This group would
act as a servicegroup for all the staff and would
cooperate with them when research work calls
for the use of the auditorium. Its personnel
would include one physicist, one mechanical
engineer, two electrical engineers, and three
stage hands.
IlL

MACHINE

SHOP

This would alsobe a servicegroup to be used
by all the staff. Tools and other facilities should

intensity pattern displayedon the stage screen. be providednot only for this group but alsofor
Provision would also be made for the introducsomeof the engineerswho wish to make simple
tion of low frequency effects such as vibration experimental apparatus. Its personnel would
transmitted through floor or walls.
include one engineerand seven mechanics.
The building in which the Institute might be
Besidesthesethree generalgroupsthere would
housed can be envisaged as approximately be seven others concernedwith specificaspects
equivalent in size to CarnegieHall in New York of the research work as follows.
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The aim of this department would be to find
the best method of amplifying the soundsfrom
orchestras and operas. An attempt should be
made to answersuchquestionsas'
Do people prefer a stereophonicsystem rather than a
single-channelsystem?
Do people prefer a multi-channel reproducingsystem
rather than a single-channelsystem?
What loudnessis appropriate for listeners to give the
best emotional effectsfor various types of music?
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time should be provided. Then studies could be
made of the dramatic effect of such changes.
Means should be provided so that the sound
producedby a singer or a player on the stage is
picked up and modified in various ways and
then sent back to the performer. Also it should
be arranged so that very little of this sound
reaches the audience.

Under

such circumstances

it may be found that considerablehelp may be
given to the performer in producing better
singing or playing. Its personnelwould include
one physicist, one psychologist,one musician,
one engineer, and one assistant.

It is well known that it is difficult to bring
the

various

sections

of the

orchestra

into

a

desired balance for different kinds of selections,

and methodsof selectiveamplification shouldbe
developed so that the various sections of the
orchestra--for example, bass, flute, harp, etc.-can be brought to any desiredbalance.
Also it would be interesting to find the effect
of completelymodifyingthe usual spacialdistribution. For example, can new and desirable
effectsbe producedby letting the low frequencies
be transmitted through the floor and have

VI.

NI•W

MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS

With the new electronictechniqueswhich are
now available, a large number of new musical
instruments might be developedwhich will have
great entertainment value. The present types of
instruments

should

be studied

to see if desired

improvementscan be made either by mechanical
or electrical

means. Then

a new line of instru-

ments might be developed having organ-type
keyboards but using electronic methods for
generating and controlling the tones. Also, with
certain sections of the orchestra transmitted
these new methods there are possibilities of
from above and others from the sides and front, producing melodic or single-line instruments
etc.?
having controlswhich give a wide range of tone
Particular attention should be given to the color, attack and release characteristics, vibrato,
best method of amplifying voicesand soloinstru- etc. Different methods of playing such instruments in an ensemble.A good method is needed ments should be studied. For example, should
for amplifying the voices in opera so that they one usethe usualorgan keyboard, or the position
will be in a better balance with the orchestra
of the fingers on strings, or the control of the
and will more easily reach large audiences.
amount of blowing pressure for creating the
Its personnelwould include one physicist,one succession of tones that is desired?
engineer, and one assistant.
Instruments shouldalsobe providedwhich are
V. DRAMATIC
OTHER

EFFECTS
STAGE

FOR

MUSICAL

AND

PRODUCTIONS

In this department, such questions as the
followingwould receive attention-

capableof playing in intonation systemsdifferent
from those in common use.

The development of very simple instruments
for instruction

in the school and home would

fill a great need.
Do people prefer to listen to music while viewing a
Finally, this department would be concerned
beautiful scene, a dark stage, or the players producing
with
the researchand development of an instruthe music?
ment
which might be called a Synthetic OrchesIn producing opera, would people prefer to have the
singersand players off-stage and out of sight and to see tra. Devices might be developed for imitating
competent mimes act out the story? That method would
permit a much better balance between vocal and instrumental music than is now possible.

the well-known

instruments

in an orchestra and

for producing other beautiful tones not yet
known to the musical profession.Keyboards or
Means of making quick changeseither me- other meanswould be provided so that the artist
chanically or electrically in the reverberation playing an instrument can satisfy every musical
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mood. With a combination of six keyboards it
is believed

that the effect of a full orchestra

can

be produced. Out of this development would
grow instrumentssimilar to the piano and organ
but with a much wider variety of tone quality,
attack and release, and dynamic range. It is
expected that an instrument can be developed
which is more flexible, more varied, and with
just as good tone quality as the present pipe
organ, and at a lower cost. Along with the
development of these new instruments must go
the developmentof techniquesfor playing them.
One development will react upon the other so
they must be carried on together.
To fulfill the ultimate objective of this work
the cooperation of some interested commercial
institutions would be necessaryto manufacture
and distribute

such instruments.

The

work

of

the Institute would be concernedprimarily with
the investigation of the fundamental possibilities
of these new facilities. Its personnel would
include two physicists, two musicians, two mechanical engineers,and two electrical engineers.

new compositions.Such a composermust make
ventures in entirely new fields and then try out
the resultswith the new facilities. Its personnel
would include one orchestra leader, one composer,one physicist,and two electricalengineers.
ß

VIII.

NEW

SOUND
IN

SOUND

SYSTEMS

FOR

MUSIC

PICTURES

This department would be concernedwith the
development of radically new sound systemsfor
sound pictures. There are a number of things
which could be tried rather easily once the
experimental auditorium was available. For example, such sound systems as were used in
Fantasia,and other systemseven moreelaborate,
could be tried. When showing a football or baseball picture the sound of the crowd could be
made to surround the audience, rather than come
from the stage. This would have the effect of

placing the listener in the midst of the scene.
It would give greater intimacy and probably
greater emotional effect. This same feature could
be used in any picture of a crowd where its
noise is important. A consideration should be
VII. NEW TECHNIQUES OF ORCHESTRATION AND
given to what modification in phonograph and
COMPOSITION
radio sets is necessary to give better musical
In the present arrangements of symphonic quality. Its personnelwould include one physiorchestrasmany things are desired that science cist, one engineer, and two mechanics.
could provide. For example, most conductors
IX. PEDAGOGICAL
AIDS
desire more intensity in the bass instruments.
Even after filling the stage with bass viols, the
It is important to develop further methodsof
intensity is still far from that desired. Also a selectingfrom a group of young persons,before
backgroundof noiseis created in connectionwith they have started their musical education, those
playing of orchestral instruments, which is a who have musical talent. The work of Seashore
great nuisance. By scientific studies, changes providesan excellentbase from which to start.
could be made to reduce this background of
There is need for a more scientificapproach to
noise.
the problem of voice training, particularly for
If amplifying devices can be used, then, one singing. Apparatus aids for this training should
would ask, how many instruments in each section be developed in cooperationwith a teacher of
would be necessaryin order to producethe mass voice of unquestioned reputation. Typical of
effect of a large orchestra?Also, can new elec- some of the equipment needed are a simple
tronic instruments supply certain of the de- apparatus for recordingand reproducingso that
ficiencies?If so, what kind of keyboard is best a singer can hear his own voice immediately
suited for control?
after singing, a device for showing a singer the
These are illustrationsof the type of problems pitch and intensity of his voice in comparison
concerned with orchestration.
With
the new
with what he is striving to produce,and a means
instruments and facilities available which are defor seeing quickly the quality of voice being
scribedabove in departments I I I-VI, it is evident produced.Also, devicesfor measuringthe volume
that to make the best useof them would require of air used in singing under various conditions
creative artists who can use the tones in making and for studying the vocal cord action by stereo-
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scopic high speed movies will aid in describing the former being measuredby a noisemeter and
what constitutesgood singing.
the latter by an appropriate timepiece.Also, one
Devices for aiding choral work would be tried. might try to measure the degree of movements
One such device is a recording-reproducing of the listener in his chair and see how it is
machine which will make it possibleto learn to correlated with either boredom or elation. Other
sing a chorusin four parts in a very short time. measures would be sought that give reliable

This would be possibleeven though the singers
cannot

read music.

It

would

be a five-channel

measures

of audience

reactions.

This department would also be concernedwith
ways and meansof getting greater participation
in the creation and production of good music.
In cooperationwith department VI, somesimple
solo instruments would be developed which can
easily be mastered by children or adults and
which could be played with the piano or organ.
These instruments should have good musical
quality. The Solovox is typical of this classbut
has not enough versatility in tone quality. For
example, it may be possibleto encouragegroup
participation as follows' Let the radio or phonograph play the accompaniment,which is usually
the hard part of the music, and then let the
group join by playing simple solo instruments.

recording and reproducing device. On one
channel the instrumental accompanimentwould
be recorded.While listeningto this being reproduced, the conductor would have the organist
play, or have one of his best singerssing, the
melody for the soprano,and have it recordedon
the second channel. Similarly, the alto, tenor,
and bass could be recorded on the third, fourth,
and fifth channels.Then all five channelsmay
be reproducedsimultaneously,the soundcoming
from a group of telephonereceivers.The men
singingthe bass,for example,would have telephonereceiversin which they will hear only the
basspart and, consequently,need only to sing
in unison with its reproduction;similarly, for
the other parts. An attempt shouldbe made to
develop a machine of this sort which would be
simpleenoughin constructionand operationso
that choirs and choruses,like those of churches
and schools,could easily use it. In this way it is
expectedtha,t schoolchildren could be taught to
singeven difficult choral selections,and through

scribedin department IX shouldbe tried. Apparatus should be developed so that the good
operas could be recorded stereophonically on
equipment suitable for schoolusage,so that the
musicof the opera could be producedon a stage
and could have the proper spacialrelationships.
Students could learn the parts of the various

participation
receiveearlya stimulus
'towardthe

actors and then act as mimes while the music is

For school work

the aid to choral work

de-

enjoyment of good music.
A few years ago R. H. Ranger was experimenting with devicesof this sort, and he obtained
some success.But the apparatus which he was

being reproduced.In this way some very fine
entertainment could be produced, and the students would gain considerablyin musical appreciation in learning the operas by this direct
usingwas too complicatedto be of gefieralusein participation.
thisfield.Its personnel
wouldincludeonepsycholIts personnelwould include one psychologist,
ogist,one teacherof voice,and two physicists. one educator, one statistician, and one electrical
engineer.
X. PSYCHOLOGICAL
AND EDUCATIONAL
Obviously the financing of this entire venture
STUDIES
would call for substantial amounts of money,
This department would be concerned'with the but any discussion
of this phaseof the subject
development and use of scientific methods of is beyondthe scopeof this paper.
measuring the reactions of audiencesto various
Althoughit is a future plan of work, its outline
forms of acoustical entertainment. The old- hasbeenevolvingduring the past ten yearsfrom

fashioned
questionnaire,
whenscientifically
pre- discussions
of the author with many persons,
sentedto the audienceand the data properly both scientistsand musicians,who are interested
interpreted,is still usefulin this connection.To in this field. It is hoped that its presentation
thiswouldbeaddedsuchobjectivemeasurementsnow will bring an Institute of Musical Science
as the intensityand frequencyof handclapping, nearer to reality.
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This paper suggeststhe establishmentof an Institute of
Musical Sciencedesignedto provide a scientificbasis and
techniqueswhereby music may contribute more fully to
the esthetic life of a larger number of people.The program
of research of the Institute extends from the physics of
the production of musical sounds to the psychologyof
their appreciationby listeners.It would measureand study
audience reaction under a wide variety of conditions. It
would undertake the experimental development of new
musical instruments, of new electro-acousticalsystems for
the productionor reproductionof estheticsounds;and it
would study the possibilitiesof synthetic orchestrasand

new techniquesor orchestration.It would experiment in
the application of sound effectsto dramatic and operatic
performances.Techniqueswould be worked out for the
measurement of musical talent, and scientific apparatus
developed for the musical education of individuals and
the training of choral or instrumental groups. It would
apply to the problemsof music the techniquesand instruo
mentalities which have been developed in the fields of
acoustics, electrical communications, and electronics.
Particular attention would be given to music in the home,
and to applications to its needs of devices inherent in
recent engineeringadvances.

shall not try to answer but will merely say is
Nconcerned
thepast,
applied
physics
has
been
largely
with
the development
of things
to true. Consequently,if we can by scientificmeans
meet the fundamental needs of human beings,
such as food, clothing, shelter, transportation,
and communication.As we grow in our cultural
level as a nation, more and more of the time of
scientists will be devoted to increasing our

increase the possibilities of music and also
increasethe number of those who are enjoying
it, then suchan effort is praiseworthyand should
be supportedby the public. Having this aim in
view I am suggestingthat an Institute of Musical
Sciencebe created in one or more of our large

estheticenjoyment. The termination of the war
will permit us oncemore to think of the beautiful universities.
The purpose of this Institute would be to
things of life and to cultivate thosewhich give
us joy and happiness.Music we know is one of providea scientificbasisand techniqueswhereby
these fundamental things which stirs our emo- music may contribute more fully to the esthetic
tions and makes for a fuller life. Why this life of a larger number of people. It would apply
should be is a philosophicalquestionwhich I to the problems of music the techniques and
527
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instrumentalities which have been developedin City or the Academy of Music in Philadelphia.
the fields of acoustics,electrical communications, Its auditorium, seating 1500 or 2000 persons,
and a second hall sufficient

and electronics.

The programof researchof suchan Institute
would extendfrom the physicsOf the production
of musical sounds to the psychology of their
appreciationby listeners.It would measureand
study audiencereactionunder a wide variety of
conditions.It would undertakethe experimental
developmentof new musicalinstruments,of new
electro-acoustical
systems'forthe productionor
reproductionof esthetic sounds;and it would

studythepossibilities
ofsynthetic
orchestras
and

out for the measurement

Institute

should be located in a metro-

politan center like New York, Philadelphia, or
Chicago, or in a center for musical talent like
Hollywoodor Rochester,and it shouldpreferably
be connected with one of the large universities
having a good schoolof music.
For housing, the Institute would require a
relatively large building with research laboratories and facilities for a number of physicists,
engineers,musicians,and psychologists.Its most
essential facility would be a large auditorium
and stage, adaptable to many experimental
conditions.This space would provide for concerts, operas, and other musical performances,
with or without

the addition of acoustical effects

electro-mechanically
produced.It would permit
a wide range of experimentationon reproduced
or synthetic sound with variations in the character and location of the sound sources, and at
the same time with

variations

number

of

audiences.

The operation of the Institute can be most
conveniently pictured in terms of the departments into which it would probably be divided.
These are listed below with

a statement

and an estimate

I.

of each

of the minimum

ADMINISTRATION

of

musical talent, and scientific apparatus developed for the musical education of individuals
and the training of choral or instrumental groups.
Particular attention would be given to music in
the home, and to applicationsto its needs of
devicesinherent in recent engineeringadvances.
The

basis for a limited

nights a week for sound pictures, concerts,
operas, and broadcasts. On certain nights the
halls would be reservedfor selectedexperimental

newtechniquesof orchestration.It wouldexperiment in the application of sound effects to personnel.
dramaticand operaticperformances.
Techniques
be worked

in

practice sessiona full-sizedorchestra,can be run
on a commercial

field of work

would

to accommodate

in the color and

This department would be the executive
branch of the Institute and would be responsible
for the general managementand direction of its
activities. Its personnelwould includea manager,
a director of research, a director of music, a
treasurer, and two assistants.
II.

EXPERIMENTAL

AUDITORIUM

As mentioned above, the auditorium would be

equipped with devices for quickly changing its
auditory characteristics. High quality loudspeakerswould be disposedabout the stage, in
the ceiling and in the walls, so that soundmight
be directed at the audience from any direction.
Provisions would be made for introducing low
frequency effects, such as vibration transmitted
through the floor and walls. This group would
act as a servicegroup for all the staff and would
cooperate with them when research work calls
for the use of the auditorium. Its personnel
would include one physicist, one mechanical
engineer, two electrical engineers, and three
stage hands.
IlL

MACHINE

SHOP

This would alsobe a servicegroup to be used
by all the staff. Tools and other facilities should

intensity pattern displayedon the stage screen. be providednot only for this group but alsofor
Provision would also be made for the introducsomeof the engineerswho wish to make simple
tion of low frequency effects such as vibration experimental apparatus. Its personnel would
transmitted through floor or walls.
include one engineerand seven mechanics.
The building in which the Institute might be
Besidesthesethree generalgroupsthere would
housed can be envisaged as approximately be seven others concernedwith specificaspects
equivalent in size to CarnegieHall in New York of the research work as follows.
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time should be provided. Then studies could be
made of the dramatic effect of such changes.
Means should be provided so that the sound
producedby a singer or a player on the stage is
picked up and modified in various ways and
then sent back to the performer. Also it should
be arranged so that very little of this sound
reaches the audience.

Under

such circumstances

it may be found that considerablehelp may be
given to the performer in producing better
singing or playing. Its personnelwould include
one physicist, one psychologist,one musician,
one engineer, and one assistant.

It is well known that it is difficult to bring
the

various

sections

of the

orchestra

into

a

desired balance for different kinds of selections,

and methodsof selectiveamplification shouldbe
developed so that the various sections of the
orchestra--for example, bass, flute, harp, etc.-can be brought to any desiredbalance.
Also it would be interesting to find the effect
of completelymodifyingthe usual spacialdistribution. For example, can new and desirable
effectsbe producedby letting the low frequencies
be transmitted through the floor and have

VI.

NI•W

MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS

With the new electronictechniqueswhich are
now available, a large number of new musical
instruments might be developedwhich will have
great entertainment value. The present types of
instruments

should

be studied

to see if desired

improvementscan be made either by mechanical
or electrical

means. Then

a new line of instru-

ments might be developed having organ-type
keyboards but using electronic methods for
generating and controlling the tones. Also, with
certain sections of the orchestra transmitted
these new methods there are possibilities of
from above and others from the sides and front, producing melodic or single-line instruments
etc.?
having controlswhich give a wide range of tone
Particular attention should be given to the color, attack and release characteristics, vibrato,
best method of amplifying voicesand soloinstru- etc. Different methods of playing such instruments in an ensemble.A good method is needed ments should be studied. For example, should
for amplifying the voices in opera so that they one usethe usualorgan keyboard, or the position
will be in a better balance with the orchestra
of the fingers on strings, or the control of the
and will more easily reach large audiences.
amount of blowing pressure for creating the
Its personnelwould include one physicist,one succession of tones that is desired?
engineer, and one assistant.
Instruments shouldalsobe providedwhich are
V. DRAMATIC
OTHER

EFFECTS
STAGE

FOR

MUSICAL

AND

PRODUCTIONS

In this department, such questions as the
followingwould receive attention-

capableof playing in intonation systemsdifferent
from those in common use.

The development of very simple instruments
for instruction

in the school and home would

fill a great need.
Do people prefer to listen to music while viewing a
Finally, this department would be concerned
beautiful scene, a dark stage, or the players producing
with
the researchand development of an instruthe music?
ment
which might be called a Synthetic OrchesIn producing opera, would people prefer to have the
singersand players off-stage and out of sight and to see tra. Devices might be developed for imitating
competent mimes act out the story? That method would
permit a much better balance between vocal and instrumental music than is now possible.

the well-known

instruments

in an orchestra and

for producing other beautiful tones not yet
known to the musical profession.Keyboards or
Means of making quick changeseither me- other meanswould be provided so that the artist
chanically or electrically in the reverberation playing an instrument can satisfy every musical
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mood. With a combination of six keyboards it
is believed

that the effect of a full orchestra

can

be produced. Out of this development would
grow instrumentssimilar to the piano and organ
but with a much wider variety of tone quality,
attack and release, and dynamic range. It is
expected that an instrument can be developed
which is more flexible, more varied, and with
just as good tone quality as the present pipe
organ, and at a lower cost. Along with the
development of these new instruments must go
the developmentof techniquesfor playing them.
One development will react upon the other so
they must be carried on together.
To fulfill the ultimate objective of this work
the cooperation of some interested commercial
institutions would be necessaryto manufacture
and distribute

such instruments.

The

work

of

the Institute would be concernedprimarily with
the investigation of the fundamental possibilities
of these new facilities. Its personnel would
include two physicists, two musicians, two mechanical engineers,and two electrical engineers.

new compositions.Such a composermust make
ventures in entirely new fields and then try out
the resultswith the new facilities. Its personnel
would include one orchestra leader, one composer,one physicist,and two electricalengineers.
ß

VIII.

NEW

SOUND
IN

SOUND

SYSTEMS

FOR

MUSIC

PICTURES

This department would be concernedwith the
development of radically new sound systemsfor
sound pictures. There are a number of things
which could be tried rather easily once the
experimental auditorium was available. For example, such sound systems as were used in
Fantasia,and other systemseven moreelaborate,
could be tried. When showing a football or baseball picture the sound of the crowd could be
made to surround the audience, rather than come
from the stage. This would have the effect of

placing the listener in the midst of the scene.
It would give greater intimacy and probably
greater emotional effect. This same feature could
be used in any picture of a crowd where its
noise is important. A consideration should be
VII. NEW TECHNIQUES OF ORCHESTRATION AND
given to what modification in phonograph and
COMPOSITION
radio sets is necessary to give better musical
In the present arrangements of symphonic quality. Its personnelwould include one physiorchestrasmany things are desired that science cist, one engineer, and two mechanics.
could provide. For example, most conductors
IX. PEDAGOGICAL
AIDS
desire more intensity in the bass instruments.
Even after filling the stage with bass viols, the
It is important to develop further methodsof
intensity is still far from that desired. Also a selectingfrom a group of young persons,before
backgroundof noiseis created in connectionwith they have started their musical education, those
playing of orchestral instruments, which is a who have musical talent. The work of Seashore
great nuisance. By scientific studies, changes providesan excellentbase from which to start.
could be made to reduce this background of
There is need for a more scientificapproach to
noise.
the problem of voice training, particularly for
If amplifying devices can be used, then, one singing. Apparatus aids for this training should
would ask, how many instruments in each section be developed in cooperationwith a teacher of
would be necessaryin order to producethe mass voice of unquestioned reputation. Typical of
effect of a large orchestra?Also, can new elec- some of the equipment needed are a simple
tronic instruments supply certain of the de- apparatus for recordingand reproducingso that
ficiencies?If so, what kind of keyboard is best a singer can hear his own voice immediately
suited for control?
after singing, a device for showing a singer the
These are illustrationsof the type of problems pitch and intensity of his voice in comparison
concerned with orchestration.
With
the new
with what he is striving to produce,and a means
instruments and facilities available which are defor seeing quickly the quality of voice being
scribedabove in departments I I I-VI, it is evident produced.Also, devicesfor measuringthe volume
that to make the best useof them would require of air used in singing under various conditions
creative artists who can use the tones in making and for studying the vocal cord action by stereo-
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scopic high speed movies will aid in describing the former being measuredby a noisemeter and
what constitutesgood singing.
the latter by an appropriate timepiece.Also, one
Devices for aiding choral work would be tried. might try to measure the degree of movements
One such device is a recording-reproducing of the listener in his chair and see how it is
machine which will make it possibleto learn to correlated with either boredom or elation. Other
sing a chorusin four parts in a very short time. measures would be sought that give reliable

This would be possibleeven though the singers
cannot

read music.

It

would

be a five-channel

measures

of audience

reactions.

This department would also be concernedwith
ways and meansof getting greater participation
in the creation and production of good music.
In cooperationwith department VI, somesimple
solo instruments would be developed which can
easily be mastered by children or adults and
which could be played with the piano or organ.
These instruments should have good musical
quality. The Solovox is typical of this classbut
has not enough versatility in tone quality. For
example, it may be possibleto encouragegroup
participation as follows' Let the radio or phonograph play the accompaniment,which is usually
the hard part of the music, and then let the
group join by playing simple solo instruments.

recording and reproducing device. On one
channel the instrumental accompanimentwould
be recorded.While listeningto this being reproduced, the conductor would have the organist
play, or have one of his best singerssing, the
melody for the soprano,and have it recordedon
the second channel. Similarly, the alto, tenor,
and bass could be recorded on the third, fourth,
and fifth channels.Then all five channelsmay
be reproducedsimultaneously,the soundcoming
from a group of telephonereceivers.The men
singingthe bass,for example,would have telephonereceiversin which they will hear only the
basspart and, consequently,need only to sing
in unison with its reproduction;similarly, for
the other parts. An attempt shouldbe made to
develop a machine of this sort which would be
simpleenoughin constructionand operationso
that choirs and choruses,like those of churches
and schools,could easily use it. In this way it is
expectedtha,t schoolchildren could be taught to
singeven difficult choral selections,and through

scribedin department IX shouldbe tried. Apparatus should be developed so that the good
operas could be recorded stereophonically on
equipment suitable for schoolusage,so that the
musicof the opera could be producedon a stage
and could have the proper spacialrelationships.
Students could learn the parts of the various

participation
receiveearlya stimulus
'towardthe

actors and then act as mimes while the music is

For school work

the aid to choral work

de-

enjoyment of good music.
A few years ago R. H. Ranger was experimenting with devicesof this sort, and he obtained
some success.But the apparatus which he was

being reproduced.In this way some very fine
entertainment could be produced, and the students would gain considerablyin musical appreciation in learning the operas by this direct
usingwas too complicatedto be of gefieralusein participation.
thisfield.Its personnel
wouldincludeonepsycholIts personnelwould include one psychologist,
ogist,one teacherof voice,and two physicists. one educator, one statistician, and one electrical
engineer.
X. PSYCHOLOGICAL
AND EDUCATIONAL
Obviously the financing of this entire venture
STUDIES
would call for substantial amounts of money,
This department would be concerned'with the but any discussion
of this phaseof the subject
development and use of scientific methods of is beyondthe scopeof this paper.
measuring the reactions of audiencesto various
Althoughit is a future plan of work, its outline
forms of acoustical entertainment. The old- hasbeenevolvingduring the past ten yearsfrom

fashioned
questionnaire,
whenscientifically
pre- discussions
of the author with many persons,
sentedto the audienceand the data properly both scientistsand musicians,who are interested
interpreted,is still usefulin this connection.To in this field. It is hoped that its presentation
thiswouldbeaddedsuchobjectivemeasurementsnow will bring an Institute of Musical Science
as the intensityand frequencyof handclapping, nearer to reality.
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